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Abstract— This paper describes the structure design,
parameters optimization, and performance test of a fiber Bragg
grating strain sensor with features of surface-mounting and
reusability. Flexure hinges are adopted in the design of a key
elastic body. Number of mounting holes, sealing, sensitization,
and stiffness of the sensor have been considered and optimized.
Then, sensor prototype has been manufactured and fully
tested. The experimental results show that the stiffness and
the sensitizing coefficient are identical to design the values.
Test results also show that the sensor provides a sensitivity
of 3.357 pm/με with a fitting linear correlation coefficient
of 0.9999, a measurement range of ±600με, a repeatability
error of 2.73%, and a hysteresis error of 4.67%. Furthermore,
good creep resistance and good capability for alternating
strain measurement have also been demonstrated. These results
promise the sensor potential applications in structural health
monitoring.

Index Terms— Fiber Bragg grating (FBG), strain sensor,
reusable, structural health monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION

STRAIN measurement is a basic and important subject
in mechanical equipment and civil engineering. Accurate

and effective strain measuring instrument can provide the
deformation characteristics and trends of the measured object,
which are important references for engineers to analyze defor-
mation behavior and optimization design. The traditional strain
measuring methods are mostly based on resistance strain gauge
or vibration wire [1], [2], however, these electromagnetic sens-
ing elements output weak voltage signal which is vulnerable
to outside magnetic interference, tedious wire jointing, zero
temperature drift, and rapid signal attenuation with long wire.
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These drawbacks restrict their practical application for long
term and long distance monitoring, especially in wild and
harsh environment [3], [4].

Recent years, optical fiber sensors offer a promising alterna-
tive to electric measuring elements. As one of the most widely
used fiber sensing element, the FBG (Fiber Bragg grating) has
been proven to be very effective because of its distinguishing
advantages, such as immunity to electromagnetic interference
and optical power fluctuations, high resistance to hostile envi-
ronments, no zero temperature drift and the fact that multiple
FBGs can be arrayed along a single optical fiber [5]. In the
past two decades, FBG sensors have been widely used in struc-
tural health monitoring including mechanical equipment [6],
aircraft [7], slope [8], [9], dam [10], etc, and other areas such
as humidity [11] and biomedicine [12]. In these applications,
strain measurement is essential and the most widely needed.

According to the method of installation, FBG based strain
measurement can be classified into two types: surface-mounted
strain sensor and embedded-mounted strain sensor. Embedded-
mounted FBG strain sensors need to be imbedded into the
body of measured object during building or manufacturing
process of the object, for example, composite material [13]
and armored concrete [14]. Bare FBGs are usually embedded
in composite materials, whereas well-packaged FBG strain
sensors in armored concrete. The well-packaged embeddable
strain sensors are widely used today in concrete structures
such as bridge, tunnel, dam, and building. The structure is
usually a cylinder with two disk ends in which the FBG
is packaged [15], [16]. However, because the demand of
being embedded when the measured object is constructed, the
embedded-mounted FBG sensors can’t be replaced once they
are failed during the long-term monitoring.

Actually, many structure projects have not been consid-
ered to carry out health monitoring when constructed until
danger signs appear after operating for years [17]. In this
situation, surface-mounted strain sensors are usually adopted.
The surface-mounted FBG strain sensor mainly contains
three types: bare FBG sensor, bare FBG with packaging sub-
strate, and reusable FBG strain sensor. The first two types are
attached to the surface of measured object using adhesive or by
welding, such as the commercial sensors of “os3100” produced
by Micron Optics (www. micronoptics.com) and “Smart patch”
produced by Smart Fibres (www. smartfibres.com). Bare FBGs
are liable to breakage and the strain transfer ratio which
is an important influencing factor to measuring sensitivity
can’t be evaluated in laboratory once they are attached in



project site [18]. Both bare FBG and FBG with packaging
substrate have the drawback of no reusability which leads to
higher costs and inconvenient replacement. In this context,
the reusable surface-mounted FBG strain sensors have drawn
much attention from various research communities in the past
few years.

Several types of FBG sensor housing has been developed
for different applications [19]–[23]. By using adhesive or glass
solder, FBG is encapsulated or two-dot fixed on a substrate
which is usually made of alloy steel or composite. Mounting
holes are set at the end of elastic structure, through which the
strain sensor could be fixed to the measured object via bolts.
However, strain sensors of this kind lack sealing schedules,
so the FBG and adhesive are exposed in air, which is liable
to moisture and ultraviolet attack. Another kind of reusable
FBG strain sensor with a major structure of cylinder [16],
which is similar to the well-packaged embeddable strain sen-
sor, is also reported. The ends of the sensor are processed into
screw thread or fixed groove, which enable surface mounting
to measured object via optional brackets with bolts, weld or
grout. For example, commercial sensors of “os3610” produced
by Micron Optics and “FS62-Surface Strain Sensor” produced
by Fiber Sensing (www.fibersensing.com).

When the reusable FBG strain sensors being installed,
corresponding holes have to be drilled in the measured object
too. Because the axial stiffness of the cylindrical structure is
large, large external tension is required to make the sensor
produce strain, which demands a stronger installation than the
sensor itself. Otherwise, the install foundation will “absorb”
some strain of the measured object, which could lead to
an inaccurate measuring result. What’s more, the number of
mounting holes of the existing reusable FBG strain sensors
(both the substrate structure and cylinder structure) is usually
four or more, which mean that at least four corresponding
holes have to be drilled in the measured object. On this
occasion, the structural characteristics of the measured object
are vulnerable to disruption, especially when the measured
object is concrete.

In our previous work [24], [25], a reusable surface mounted
FBG strain sensor has been developed and actually inspected
in a highway bridge. The main body of the sensor is cylindrical
structure with threaded ends. As mentioned above, the axial
stiffness of the cylindrical sensor structure is so large, which
results in that a 2 kN force makes the sensor just produce
150 με. Although an enhanced sensitivity structure has been
adopted during sensor design and a strong installation method
has been taken, the measured strain values of the highway
bridge are much smaller the actual deformation. Eight holes
were drilled in the bottom of the highway bridge to hold two
brackets of just one sensor, which may bring bad influence to
the structural integrity of the bridge.

In view of the exposed problems of our previous
design and the other existing sensors, this paper intro-
duces our recent work on the design and investigation of a
new reusable surface mounted FBG strain sensor. The seal
ability, number of mounting holes, and axial stiffness of the
sensor have been considered and optimized. The mechanical
structure design and measuring principle have been presented

Fig. 1. Structure of the FBG strain sensor.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the elastic body and FBG arrangement.

then sensor prototype has been manufactured and full-scale
tested.

II. SENSOR DESIGN

A. Mechanical Structure and Measuring Principle

Fig. 1 shows the mechanical structure design of the pro-
posed FBG strain sensor. The sensor mainly includes an elastic
body, a fiber with FBG, two protective covers, and two fixers
for fiber protective tube. Two through-holes set at the ends of
the elastic body are used as the mounting holes. So only two
holes are needed to drill in the measured object, and then the
sensor could be fixed by two screws and removed conveniently
when the monitoring is finished. The lower protective cover
is fixed through two screwed holes on the elastic body and
the upper protective cover is fixed on the lower one by four
mini bolts. The gap between the grooves of two protective
covers and elastic body is filled with adhesive made of silicone
rubber to seal the space in the covers where FBG is packaged.
The stiffness of the elastic body will not be affected by the
covers because the silicone rubber is soft. As shown in Fig. 2,
flexure hinges have been adopt in the design of the key elastic
body as their notable advantages such as compactness, no
friction losses, no backlash and satisfactory stiffness. By using
a commercial adhesive, a single mode optical fiber with FBG is
adhered on the groove in the elastic body after an axial pre-
tension, which allows the ability to measure negative strain.

In engineering practice, especially in the structural health
monitoring of civil engineering, the deformation of concrete
is usually small, so a strain sensor don’t need a large mea-
suring range but a high sensitivity. As illustrated in Fig. 2,
an enhanced sensitivity design has been applied for the elas-
tic body. The length between the two fixed points of the



Fig. 3. Strain distributions on the elastic body simulated by FEA.

fiber is L F , and the length between the two mounting holes
is L which is the gauge length of the sensor. Assuming that
the deformation of the measured object between the mounting
holes is �L, the strain ε is just �L/L. The deformation of
the area between the two fixed points of the fiber, in which
the flexure hinges are contained, is �LF , so the strain of
FBG εF BG is �LF/L F .

Strain distribution analysis of the elastic body and FBG
under force loading has been simulated with the Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) software of Solidworks simulation.
The material of the elastic body is alloy steel, and parameters
used in the simulation are as follows: Young’s modulus
E1 = 2.07 × 1011 Pa, Poisson’s ratio μ1 = 0.27. And these
parameters of the FBG made of glass are: Young’s modulus
E2 = 6.9 × 1010 Pa, Poisson’s ratio μ2 = 0.25. Under a
force of 20N, the simulated equivalent strain distribution has
been presented in Fig. 3. The region between the two fixed
points of FBG which contains the flexure hinges produce
a clear strain and a deformation of 0.222 mm, while the
other region of the sensor almost has no strain and just a
deformation of 0.00002mm. That means the flexure hinges
with FBG almost take all the deformation of the measured area
which length is L (the gauge length of the sensor), therefore
� LF equals to � L. So, the ratio K of strain values for εF BG

and ε can be calculated as:

K = εF BG/ε = �L F/L F

�L/L
= L

L F
(1)

Because L is large than L F , the ratio is bigger than 1. This is
just the basic principle of the sensitivity enhancement design,
and the enhanced coefficient K can be adjusted by L or L F .

The center-reflecting wavelength shift of FBG (�λ) is
influenced both by strain and temperature. The wavelength
variation response to axial strain (�ε) and temperature change
(�T ) is given by:

�λ

λ
= (α f + ξ)�T + (1 − Pe)�ε (2)

Where λ is the initial wavelength of FBG, α f is the thermal
expansion coefficient, ξ is the thermal-optic coefficient and
Pe (≈ 0.22 at room temperature) is the effective photo-elastic
coefficient. By combining (1) and (2), the strain ε of the
measured object can be obtained.

Fig. 4. Key dimension parameters of the flexure hinges.

Fig. 5. The relation between thickness H, breadth B and the required tension.

B. Parameters Optimization for External Tension

As we have discussed before, if the stiffness of the elastic
body is too large, large external tension is required and the
install foundation will “absorb” some strain of the measured
object, which leads to an inaccurate measuring result. From the
simulated strain distribution in Fig. 3, the deformation of the
sensor is mainly produced by the flexure hinges. Therefore,
the external tension depends on the stiffness of the flexure
hinges. When the material is selected, the thickness H and
breadth B of the flexure hinges are the key parameters which
decide the stiffness.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the thickness H , breadth B and
other parameters are labeled. Further FEA has been carried
out to investigate the relationship between the external tension
and the parameters of H and B . We set the strain values of
FBG εF BG = 1000με to analyze the required tension under
different H and B . And then, consider the value of H from 0.5
to 5 mm with a step of 0.25mm, B from 0.3 to 4.1 mm with a
step of 0.2mm. The relation between thickness H , breadth B
and the required tension has been presented in Fig. 5 (all the
intersections and end-points of blue lines are FEA values).

In order to show the relation more intuitive, Fig. 6(a)
presents the tension response versus B variation with differ-
ent H , which appears to be an exponential curve, whereas
Fig. 6(b) presents the tension response versus H variation
with different B , which shows linear relationship. From the
simulation results, it’s obvious that the breadth B of the flexure
hinge plays a greater influence to the stiffness of the sensor
structure than the thickness H . The corresponding dimension
values could be selected according to the required tension for



Fig. 6. FEA results. (a) The relation between B and tension with different H.
(b) The relation between H and tension with different B.

Fig. 7. Photo of the FBG strain sensor.

the target strain value of FBG. According to the FEA results
and engineering practice, the parameters have been chosen as
H = 3 mm and B = 1.5 mm, which corresponds a tension
about 34.65 N.

III. SENSOR PROTOTYPE MANUFACTURING AND

EXPERIMENTS

Besides the values of H and B , the key parameters of
L and L F have been designed as L = 100 mm, L F =
35 mm, so the theoretical value of enhanced coefficient
K = 100/35 ≈ 2.857. A FBG with reflectivity of 90%
and central wavelength of 1535.002 nm has been adhered on
the elastic body after an axial pre-tension of about 2.352 nm.
After assembling, a sensor prototype with a central wavelength
of 1537.354 nm has been manufactured as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 8(a) shows the principle of experimental setup for
calibration test. A commercial guide rail-slider system has
been used to offer a kinematic pair with free sliding. The left
mounting hole of sensor prototype and the guide rail have
been fixed together on the experimental platform, whereas
the right mounting hole has been fixed on the slider which

Fig. 8. Calibration test. (a) Principle of experimental setup. (b) Photo of the
experimental setup.

could freely move along the guide rail. A reference FBG
with an initial wavelength of 1535.306 nm has been fixed
on the surface near the two mounting holes after an axial
pre-tension of about 2.698 nm. The length, reflectivity and
bandwidth of the grating for the two FBGs are 5 mm, 90%,
and 0.2 nm, respectively. Because the length between the two
fixed points of the reference FBG is the same as the gauge
length of the sensor, the strain detected by the reference FBG
is just the strain of the measured object. Gravity of several
standard weights(500 g) is used as the force load which acts
on the right mounting hole through a wire rope. Here the
acceleration of gravity in our laboratory (30 °N, 114 °E)
equals 9.793 m/s2. A homemade FBG interrogator (acquisition
frequency: 0 ∼ 5000 Hz, accuracy: 3 pm, resolution: 0.1 pm)
is used to record the wavelength of the sensor and the reference
FBG. Fig. 8(b) shows the photo of the experimental setup.

The calibration test begins by loading force on the sensor
with a series of standard weights from −58.758 N (towards
left) to 58.758 N (towards right) with a step of 9.793 N
(the gravity of two weights of 500 g), then unloading it to
−58.758 N with the same step. This loading and unloading
test process has been repeated four times at a stable room
temperature. The time-history data of the four cycling tests
has been plotted in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 shows the eight curves of the relationship between
wavelength shifts and force load obtained from the time-
history data. The variation patterns are linear and the repeata-
bility error and hysteresis error for four tests of the strain
sensor are 2.73% and 4.67%, respectively. Fig. 11(a) shows
variation of the average data of the four repeated tests and
the linear fitting curves which indicate good fits. Turning
the wavelength shift of the reference FBG to microstrain(με)
using (2) (�T = 0), the wavelength shift of the strain
sensor versus strain is shown in Fig. 11(b). From the fitted



Fig. 9. Time-history curve of the four cycling tests.

Fig. 10. Wavelength shifts versus force of the strain sensor and the
reference FBG.

Fig. 11. (a) Linear fit of average of experiment data. (b) Average of
wavelength shift versus strain and linear fit curve.

curve in Fig. 11(b), the sensitivity of the strain sensor is
observed to be 3.357 pm/με with a linearity of 0.9999,
and the measuring range is −600 ∼ 600με. When the
FBG (central wavelength = 1537.354 nm) of the strain
sensor produces a strain of 1000με as simulated before,
corresponding wavelength shift could be calculated by
1537354 ∗ (1 − 0.22) ∗ 1000 ∗ 10−6 ≈ 1199 pm. From the
fitted curve (y = 22.91+35.465x, r= 0.9998) in Fig. 11(a),
corresponding force of 33.16N could be obtained, which is
basically consistent with the simulation result of 34.65 N. The
enhanced coefficient K could be obtained by the two fitted

Fig. 12. Result of creep performance test.

Fig. 13. Principle and photo of the experimental equipment for alternating
strain test.

curves in Fig.11(a) as 35.465/12.666 ≈ 2.8, or the ratio of the
sensitivity of the strain sensor (3.357 pm/με) to the theoretical
sensitivity(1.199 pm/με) of FBG with central wavelength near
1537 nm as 3.357/1.199 ≈ 2.7998, which are also consistent
with the theoretical design value of 2.857.

For long term measurement, the creep behavior is needed
to know for real-world applications. During this test, a con-
stant load of 9.793 N has been applied on the sensor over
30 minutes, and the wavelength shift is shown in Fig. 12.
As we can see, the fluctuating value is within 5pm, which
demonstrates that the sensor has good creep resistance.

In engineering applications, for example, the deformation
monitoring of bridge, frequent alternating strain brought by
external load(cars, wind, etc ) often acts on the sensor in long
time, which demands the sensor to have a applicability for
this working condition. For example, in long-term use, if the
material performance of the elastic structure and the soundness
of the bond of FBG are affected by the frequent alternating
strain, the pre-tension of FBG for negative strain detection
will decrease, then the measuring range will change and can’t
reach −600με, what’s more, the sensitivity value may also
change.

Special experimental equipment with the function of recip-
rocating motion has been designed using a crank-slider mecha-
nism as shown in Fig. 13. The crank is powered by a DC motor



TABLE I

CHANGES OF SENSITIVITY AND RANGE UNDER
ALTERNATING STRAIN TEST

Fig. 14. Part of the experimental data for alternating strain test.

and a spring is used to connect the right mounting hole
and the slider. Continuous alternating force has been applied
on the sensor and the sensitivity and the measuring range
of the sensor have been tested at different cycle numbers.
Fig. 14 shows part of the experimental data recorded by FBG
interrogator with a frequency of 200 Hz, from which we can
see that the amplitude and frequency of the alternating strain
are 175 pm and 5.5 Hz, respectively. Table. 1 shows the
changes of sensitivity and range at different cycle numbers.
The sensitivity values have no abnormal change and the
measuring ranges remain the same, which demonstrate that the
alternating strain does not degrade the measurement capability.

In addition, because the wavelength shift of FBG is influ-
enced by both axial strain and temperature, a temperature-
compensated sensor is needed for the proposed strain sensor to
remove the wavelength shift brought by temperature variations.
Therefore, the temperature sensitivity of the strain sensor
has been tested for future use in practice. During the test,
a thermostat is used to change the surrounding temperature of
the strain sensor. The temperature is changed between 35 °C

Fig. 15. Temperature sensitivity test result of the sensor.

and 65 °C and the sampling interval is 10 °C. The wavelength
shifts at each temperature point are recorded and linear fitted
as shown in Fig. 15, which indicates a temperature sensitivity
of 20.74 pm/°C.

IV. CONCLUSION

The work presented in this paper has described the design
and test of an FBG-based reusable surface-mounted strain
sensor. The content is presented in the following sequence:
structure design, parameters optimization, sensor prototype
manufacturing, and calibration test. Flexure hinges and sen-
sitization structure have been adopted in elastic body, and
then parameters optimization for external tension has been
carried out. Sensor prototype with a central wavelength of
1537.354 nm has been manufactured.

Full performance tests have been carried out in strain
response, creep, alternating strain, and temperature response.
Experimental results show that the sensor has a high sensi-
tivity of 3.357 pm/με over a measuring range of ±600με,
a repeatability error of 2.73%, and a hysteresis error of 4.67%.
The creep and alternating strain tests demonstrate good creep
resistance and excellent measuring performance. Compared to
the reported FBG strain sensors, the proposed strain sensor
promises many potential applications in structural health mon-
itoring, especially in the situation demands for replace ability
and alternating strain measuring capability.
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